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Nitrogen flowing post-discharges have been found to be useful in different applications. 
The kinetics of nitrogen post-discharges is an interesting problem and it is a subject of many 
studies for a relatively long time. There is the dark zone at the end of the discharge, but at about 
5–8 ms the strong light emission increase is observed. This effect is so-called nitrogen pink 
afterglow for its pink colour and it is known for long time [1]. Traces of various species (for 
example carbon [2] or oxygen [3]) significantly change the post-discharge kinetics and thus they 
have the influence on pink afterglow. This study shows the influence of oxygen traces on the 
nitrogen pink afterglow and compares wall temperature influence on this effect in PYREX and 
quartz discharge tubes.  

The DC flowing post-discharge was used for the experimental study. The active discharge 
was created in a Pyrex or quartz discharge tubes with a 120 mm electrode distance at current of 
200 mA and pressure of 1000 Pa. Hollow molybdenum electrodes were placed in the side arms 
of the main discharge tube. Nitrogen was of 99.999% purity and it was further cleaned by 
Oxiclear and LN2 traps. The reactor system was pumped continuously by a rotary oil pump 
separated from discharge tube by another LN2 trap. Oxygen traces were added into the main 
pure nitrogen flow just before the active discharge using the low range mass flow controller 
(MFC). To reach concentrations less than 1000 ppm synthetic air was prepared continously 
using another set of MFCs. The spectra were measured by Jobin Yvon monochromator TRIAX 
550 with the 1200 gr/mm grating coupled with CCD detector. The emitted light was lead to the 
entrance slit of the monochromator by the multimode quartz optical fiber movable along the 
discharge tube. The optical fiber holder (length of 6 cm with optical fiber mounted at its center) 
had to be filled by liquid nitrogen and thus the reactor wall temperature around (± 3 cm) the 
observation point was kept at 300 K or 77 K. Temperature inside the decaying plasma at 77 K 
wall temperature was calculated of about 100 K [4] by using the simulated nitrogen 1st positive 
(N2 (B 3Πg) → (A 3Σu

+)) 2-0 band spectrum. Nitrogen 1st and 2nd positive and 1st negative 
systems were recorded in all spectra. The bands of NOβ system dominantly originating from 
vibrational level 0 were observed, too. The bands of NOγ system dominantly originating also 
from vibrational level 0 were observed when quartz tube was used. No other molecular or 
atomic emissions were observed.  

The band head intensities of selected nitrogen bands are shown in Fig. 1 at the maximum 
of the pink afterglow. The pink afterglow intensity is about one and half order lower in quartz 
tube than in Pyrex at ambient wall temperature. Quenching of the nitrogen 1st neg. system is 
similar in both cases at oxygen concentrations over 600 ppm. At lower concentrations, the 
quenching is much higher in Pyrex while in quartz. A slight intensity increase can be seen at the 
lowest oxygen concentration. The neutral nitrogen bands show a slight increase of their 
intensities at lower oxygen concentrations, a slight quenching is observable at higher 
concentrations. 
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The situation at decreased wall temperature is completely different. In Pyrex, the 1st neg. 
system is rapidly quenched while both positive systems are more or less independent on the 
oxygen concentration. The initial increase of all intensities is observable in quartz tube. A very 
slight decrease can be observed at concentrations over 600 ppm for all bands. 

The decay time of the pink afterglow maximum is shown in Fig. 2. The shift to shorter 
decay times can be seen at the ambient wall temperature, the independence (in quartz) or slight 
shift to later times (in Pyrex) can be seen at decreased wall temperature. An interesting effect is 
that in quartz the pink afterglow maximum is observable at nearly the same time at both wall 
temperatures while the pink aftereglow in Pyrex at decreased wall temperature is observed at 
time more than two times higher than at ambient temperature. 

         
Fig. 1 Maximal intensity of selected nitrogen band heads during the pink afterglow at ambient wall 

temperature (left) and at wall temperature decreased down to 77 K (right). 

         
Fig. 2 Decay time of the pink afterglow maximal intensity at ambient wall temperature (left) and at 

wall temperature decreased down to 77 K (right). 
 

These results show that besides the kinetic reactions among nitrogen, oxygen and NO 
species the wall processes play a significant role in the post-discharge kinetics and it will be 
studied in detail in near future. 
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